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WHAT IS DATA SCIENCE?

Initial (simplified?) definition
≅ 2010

Recent definition
≅ 2020



DATA SCIENCE JOBS AND SKILLS

(technical)

(business/analyst)

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-data-science-ecosystem-
industrial-edition-938582427466 https://www.datacaptains.com/blog/guide-to-data-roles



Wolfram - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cugl5t-W1sE

Problem
definition

Data
acquisition

Data
pre-processing

Exploratory
analysis

Model
training

Model
evaluation

Model
deployment

DATA SCIENCE 
PIPELINE



DATA SCIENCE PIPELINE

load_data()
split(train_data, test_data)
create_model()
train_model(train_data)
evaluate_model(test_data)
deploy_model(new_data)

data = brain MRI

model = convolutional neural network

evaluation = tumor (yes/no)



DATA SCIENCE 
PIPELINE

binary multiclass multilabel

clustering

time series

load_data()
split(train_data, test_data)
create_model()
train_model(train_data)
evaluate_model(test_data)
deploy_model(new_data)



WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE?

01/09/2019 Artificial Intelligence : The story of blind men and an elephant.

https://medium.com/swlh/artificial-intelligence-the-story-of-blind-men-and-an-elephant-5781812d5554 1/5

Arti�cial Intelligence : The story of
blind men and an elephant.

Prashant Bhatnagar

May 21 · 5 min read

The Blind men and an Elephant is an ancient Indian fable dating thousands of years ago

(The first version of the story is traceable to the Buddhist text Udana 6.4, dated 500

BCE or even earlier in the Rig-Veda text between 1500 to 2000BCE) about a group of

blind men who had never come across an elephant before, but who learn and

understand about the elephant by each blind man feeling a different part of the

elephant’s body (the elephant trunk, legs, body, tusk, etc.) and forming an opinion

about the elephant based on their experience. Each one of them are factually correct

but have a completely different understanding of what the elephant looked and felt

like.

So, how does the ancient story of blind men relate to the modern technology trend of

Artificial Intelligence? Well, the context may be different, but the moral of the story

https://medium.com/swlh/artificial-intelligence-the-story-of-blind-men-and-an-elephant-5781812d5554



WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?

ü No standard definition(!), but some consensus over time…

ü Alan Turing, 1950
§ “A computer would deserve to be called intelligent if it could deceive a human into believing that it was human”

ü John McCarthy, 1955
§ “the science and engineering of making intelligent machines”

ü Nils J. Nilsson, 2010
§ “activity devoted to making machines intelligent, and intelligence is that quality that enables an entity to function 

appropriately and with foresight in its environment”

ü Andrew Ng, 2023
§ “the ability of machines to perform tasks that would normally require human intelligence"



WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?

https://skywell.software/blog/artificial-
intelligence-vs-human-intelligence/

https://medium.com/swlh/artificial-intelligence-the-story-of-blind-men-and-an-elephant-5781812d5554



DATA SCIENCE AND 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

ü Summary

https://www.educba.com/data-science-vs-artificial-intelligence/



AI APPLICATIONS

https://www.javatpoint.com/application-of-ai



AI ALPHABET SOUP

ü Artificial narrow intelligence (ANI)

ü Artificial general intelligence (AGI)

ü Artificial super-intelligence (ASI)

https://bdtechtalks.com/2022/11/03/artificial-intelligence-alphabet-soup/



AI ALPHABET 
SOUP

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/agi-simplified-rajesh-dangi/

Rosey / The Jetsons



HOW ABOUT 
GENERATIVE AI?



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

ü ChatGPT is a “text-to-text” model
ü it produces a “reasonable continuation” of whatever text it’s got so far
üthe “reasonable continuation” is determined by a ranked list of words that might follow, 

together with “probabilities”

ü Example

input sentence
(“prompt”)

word probability

All slides on “How ChatGPT works?” were based on 
Stephen Wolfram’s blog on the same topic

https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2023/02/what-is-chatgpt-doing-and-why-does-it-work/


HOW CHATGPT WORKS?
ChatGPT 2 (2019, “zero temperature”) ChatGPT 2 (2019, temperature=0.8)

ChatGPT 3 (2020, “zero temperature”) ChatGPT 3 (2020, temperature=0.8)

Temperature = 0..1, control for “randomness”



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

ü We can count letters in several documents 

     and generate frequencies

Where do the probabilities come from?

Probabilities 
for letters
(unigram)

Pair of 
letters (bigram)

1st letter: across
2nd letter: down

(n-gram)



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

ü We need a model to estimate n-gram probabilities from a few hundred billion words
ü Nearly 40,000 common words in English => possible 2-grams:1.6 billion; for 3-grams: 60 trillion.

Why do we need a model and 
which one to choose?

y = mx + c a + bx + cx2 a + b/x + c sin(x)

Challenge #1: we need a model of human-like language!
Challenge #2: we need to train lots of parameters

(large language model, voilà!)



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

ü Embedding = numerical representation 

    of text
ü Each word is assigned a number and 
     “nearby words” are represented by 

     “nearby numbers”



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

Modelling human text
embedding

Semantically similar words



1: we check for different meanings for a 
given word

Example: “crane” (bird or machine?)

2: we build a feature space by placing “words 
nearby in meaning” close to each other



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

“Navigating” the feature space



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

“Navigating” 
the feature space



HOW CHATGPT WORKS?

ü Input = prompt
ü Text (token) representation = embedding
ü Large language model
ü Training data (books, Web pages, code etc)
ü Reinforcement learning = user interaction
ü Output = generated text



DO GENERATIVE AI 
TOOLS PERFORM WELL?

ü it really depends on the model and 
     the prompt structure

ü Example: text-to-image



DO GENERATIVE AI 
TOOLS PERFORM WELL?





DO GENERATIVE AI 
TOOLS PERFORM WELL?

ü it really depends on the model and 
     the prompt structure

ü Example: image-to-image
ü Given the original image, generate variations



EXAMPLE (DATABASES)

…

OUTPUT: AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS

contextual
prompt

task
prompt

task
prompt

OUTPUT: PATTERN MATCHING

https://lse-dsi.github.io/genial/ 

https://lse-dsi.github.io/genial/


…

OUTPUT: JOINING TABLES

contextual
prompt

task
prompt

EXAMPLE (DATABASES)

ü Example: text-to-text



…

OUTPUT: EXPLANATION

contextual
prompt

EXAMPLE (DATABASES)



EXAMPLE: GITHUB COPILOT

Image from LSE Moodle course: 
Generative AI – Developing your AI literacy

https://lse-dsi.github.io/genial/ 

https://lse-dsi.github.io/genial/


SHOULD WE USE GENERATIVE AI TOOLS?

UNESCO. ChatGPT and artificial intelligence in higher education. 
Document code: ED/HE/IESALC/IP/2023/12

ü Embrace
ü “just another tool”, such as Google, spell-checkers etc
ü great learning opportunity
ü boost productivity
ü prepare for the job market

ü Resist
ü Not ethical
ü Not reliable
ü Not transparent
ü Not fair
ü Overreliance x essential skills (e.g., coding)
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